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THE LAST THINGS 

 

The point is that the poems in The Temple are arranged to conform to the journey of a 
Christian from his or her beginning place – at “The Altar” (the first poem in the 
collection) to his of her ending place – at LOVE (the name of the last poem in this 

collection. 

 

Fred Sanders, “The Doctrine of the Last Things,” in Lexham Survey of Theology, ed. 

Mark Ward et al. (Bellingham, WA: Lexham Press, 2018). 

The doctrine of last things - “eschatology” - is often viewed as a uniquely difficult or 
unclear set of doctrines. Sometimes it is even seen as an optional doctrine, one we ought 
to leave to the very end and get to only if we have enough time. But the doctrine of last 

things puts the capstone on everything one does in Christian doctrine, because 

nothing ever really makes sense until we see how it turns out. While the course of 
world history and the ways of God with his creatures are still in process, we cannot yet 
describe fully what they are. 

In Christian theology, though, we have a unique situation: the final thing, the one 

who is the first and the last, Jesus Christ, has already come in the middle of history 

and has made known to us the key things we need to understand about eschatology. 
The Old Testament promised that at the end of the world there would be the coming of 

the Messiah, the pouring out of the Spirit, and the resurrection of the dead. 

In Christian theology we begin with the fact that right in the middle of history the 
Messiah came, the Spirit was poured out, and the dead rose (at least one of the dead; 1 
Cor 15:20). When we are doing Christian eschatology, we are reflecting on the final 
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implications of the goal toward which human history is moving. The end actually 

happened in the middle. 

 

THE PRIMACY OF LOVE (OVER KNOWLEDGE) 

 

Above all, Bacon [Francis Bacon, 1561-1626]1 and Herbert agreed on the primacy of 
charity over knowledge and everything else. They had learned it from St Paul’s 

supreme chapter 13 of his First Epistle to the Corinthians. Knowledge, as St Paul said, 
could ‘puff up’– ‘ventosity2 or swelling’ were Bacon’s words – and needed a corrective: 
‘This corrective spice, the mixture whereof maketh Knowledge so sovereign, is Charity.’ 
Bacon used the ‘charity’ of the King James Version for the same Greek original, agape, 

where Herbert preferred the warmer monosyllable ‘love’. Whether divinity or 
philosophy was the task in hand, ‘only let men beware that they apply both to charity, 
and not to swelling; to use and not to ostentation.’ So, Bacon’s insistent practicality is 

part and parcel of his charitable desire for the easing of human sufferings by 

scientific knowledge. Bacon is as eloquent in his way as Herbert on the theme of 

love–here using that word as synonymous with ‘charity’. [Drury, John. Music at 

Midnight: The Life and Poetry of George Herbert (p. 165). The University of Chicago Press. 
Kindle Edition.] 

Quote from Francis Bacon - All other affections, though they raise the mind, yet 
they do it by distorting and uncomeliness of ecstasies or excesses; but only love 

doth exalt the mind, and nevertheless doth settle and compose it; so in all 

other excellencies, though they advance nature, yet they are subject to excess; 

only charity admitteth no excess: for so we see, aspiring to be like God in power, 
the angels transgressed and fell . . . by aspiring to be like God in knowledge, man 

 
1 The Oxford Dictionary of the Christian Church at “Bacon, Francis” – “His most important 

philosophical contribution in these works was his emphasis on two characteristics of natural knowledge. 
He held the almost unprecedented view that knowledge was cumulative, that it is possible to enlarge it 

rather than simply to preserve the wisdom of the past. And he insisted that the sort of knowledge that 

should be pursued is for practical ends, as the indispensable means to ‘the relief of man’s estate’. The New 

Atlantis (1627, posthumous), describing the ideal state, embodies Bacon’s conception of natural inquiry as 
an essentially co-operative undertaking.” 

2 The Oxford English Dictionary at “ventosity” – “Pathology. The state of having the stomach or 

other part of the alimentary canal charged with wind; flatulency.” But then figuratively, “The state of 
being inflated or puffed up; pompous conceit, vanity, or bombast.” 
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transgressed and fell . . . but by aspiring to a similitude of God in goodness or 

love, neither man nor angel transgressed, or shall transgress.  

This is a passage which would have delighted Herbert, not least by its noticing of 

how love ‘doth settle and compose’ the mind, as in his masterpiece ‘Love (III)’ and in 

so many other instances. Likewise, Bacon’s acute psychology let him see that ‘if a man 
will begin with certainties, he shall end in doubts; but if he will be content to begin with 
doubts, he shall end in certainties’: the pattern of poem after poem by Herbert. [Drury, 

John. Music at Midnight: The Life and Poetry of George Herbert (pp. 165-166). The 
University of Chicago Press. Kindle Edition.] 

There follow the seventy-eight poems of which all except six were to reappear in The 

Temple, Nicholas Ferrar’s publication of Herbert’s English poetry immediately after the 

poet’s death. Many of them are in a different order in The Temple. But the first sixteen 
poems are in the same order in the Williams Manuscript as in The Temple, and so are the 
last nine. So the eventual framework of The Temple was already set, with ‘Love (III)’ 

coming last in both with ‘Finis’ written below it, flanked by flourishes, suggesting 

that Herbert already knew that it was somehow ultimate. Despite that ‘Finis’, five 
blank pages follow, waiting for further poems. So ‘Finis’ did not mean that he was 

finished with poetry by any means, just that ‘Love (III)’ was always to be the crown 

of his work so far as he was concerned. Posterity has agreed. [Drury, John. Music at 

Midnight: The Life and Poetry of George Herbert (p. 171). The University of Chicago 
Press. Kindle Edition.] 

Looking at the Table of Contents of The Temple, the last five poems have the titles: 

Death 
Doomsday 

Judgment 
Heaven 
Love (III) 

 

DIES IRAE (GREGORIAN CHANT, 13TH CENTURY) 

 

When it comes to spine-chilling music, Verdi’s walloping ‘Dies Irae’ is hard to beat. The 
words he set have a fascinating history too. It’s an ancient text, now best known from its 

use in Requiem Masses. Composers from Mozart to Verdi have set these words to 
music for hundreds of years, each in their own way painting drama and chaos in their 
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writing…. ‘Dies Irae’ (literally, Day of Wrath) is a medieval Latin poem, and one of the 
most famous melodies of the Gregorian Chant. In its original form, it’s a four-note 

melody describing Judgment Day, the Christian day when humanity will come before 
God to receive judgment.3 

 

LATIN TRANSLATION 

Dies irae - Dies illa 

Solvet saeclum in favilla 
Teste David cum Sybilla 
Dies irae - Dies illa 
Solvet saeclum in favilla 
Dies irae - Dies illa 
Solvet saeclum in favilla 
Teste David cum Sybilla 

Dies irae - Dies irae - Dies illa 

Solvet saeclum in favilla 
Solvet saeclum in favilla 
Teste David cum Sybilla - Sybilla 
Dies irae - Dies irae - Dies irae 

Quantus tremor est futurus 
Quando judex est venturus 
Cuncta stricte discussurus 

The day of wrath, that day 

Will break up the world into ash 
As testified by David and the Sybil 
The day of wrath, the day of wrath, that 
day 
Will break up the world into ash 
The day of wrath, that day 
Will break up the world into ash 
As testified by David and the Sybil. 

The day of wrath, the day of wrath, that 
day 

Will break up the world into ash 
Will break up the world into ash 
As testified by David and the Sybil 
The day of wrath, the day of wrath, the day 
of wrath 

How much trembling there will be 
When the judge comes 
And strictly examines all things 

 

JOHN N WALL, JR 

 

 
3 From: https://www.classicfm.com/composers/verdi/dies-irae-requiem-lyrics-translation-

which-films/.  
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John N. Wall Jr., “Introduction,” in The Country Parson, The Temple, ed. John N. 
Wall Jr. and Richard J. Payne, The Classics of Western Spirituality (New York; 

Mahwah, NJ: Paulist Press, 1981), 46–47. 

 

The many lyrics of “The Church” demonstrate for us the crucial urgency of our 

choice while they offer us models in light of which we can locate ourselves in the 

Christian life and find aid and direction for growth. Here again, the constant allusion 
to the ongoing life of the Church reminds us of that arena in which our growth will take 

place, if it happens at all. As the context for proclamation of the Word, the Church is 
seen as the mediator of divine grace and the community in which that grace empowers 
growth. The movement of “The Church” is from “The Altar,” in which the speaker 

seeks to make an altar of his heart, to “Love (III)” in which the speaker finds he is a 

guest, by God’s choice, at the wedding supper of the Lamb. If we miss the allusion to 
the Church’s corporate worship-life in Herbert’s design, the concluding reference at the 
end of “The Church” to the Gloria in excelsis, which ends the Prayer Book’s service of 

Holy Communion, makes his reference unmistakable.  

 

SCRIPTURE 

 

I think that this (Luke 15) must be the powerful biblical text that Herbert is 

contemplating in “Love (III)”, which concludes The Temple collection of poems. This 
parable has been called the Gospel in miniature, expressing in it everything that God 
means. Notice how in Herbert’s poem, the author is both prodigal and (self-) righteous 

elder son – the “bent” consciousness of each is present in the poet. 

Luke 15: 20 So he got up and went back to his father. While he was still a long 
way off, his father caught sight of him, and was filled with compassion. He ran 

to his son, embraced him and kissed him. 21 His son said to him, ‘Father, I have 
sinned against heaven and against you; I no longer deserve to be called your 

son.’4 

Luke 15: 29 He said to his father in reply, ‘Look, all these years I served you and 
not once did I disobey your orders; yet you never gave me even a young goat to 

 
4 New American Bible, Revised Edition. (Washington, DC: The United States Conference of 

Catholic Bishops, 2011), Lk 15:20–21. 
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feast on with my friends. 30 But when your son returns who swallowed up your 
property with prostitutes, for him you slaughter the fattened calf.’ 31 He said to 

him, ‘My son, you are here with me always; everything I have is yours. 32 But 
now we must celebrate and rejoice, because your brother was dead and has come 
to life again; he was lost and has been found.’” 5 

 

But also, this famous text: 
 

John 21: 9 *e When they climbed out on shore, they saw a charcoal fire with fish 

on it and bread. 10 Jesus said to them, “Bring some of the fish you just caught.” 
11 So Simon Peter went over and dragged the net ashore full of one hundred fifty-
three* large fish. Even though there were so many, the net was not torn.f 12 Jesus 

said to them, “Come, have breakfast.” And none of the disciples dared to ask 
him,* “Who are you?” because they realized it was the Lord. 13 Jesus came over 
and took the bread and gave it to them, and in like manner the fish.g 6 

 

 

 
5 New American Bible, Revised Edition. (Washington, DC: The United States Conference of 

Catholic Bishops, 2011), Lk 15:29–32. 

* It is strange that Jesus already has fish since none have yet been brought ashore. This meal may 

have had eucharistic significance for early Christians since Jn 21:13 recalls Jn 6:11 which uses the 

vocabulary of Jesus’ action at the Last Supper; but see also note on Mt 14:19. 

e Lk 24:41–43. 

* The exact number 153 is probably meant to have a symbolic meaning in relation to the apostles’ 
universal mission; Jerome claims that Greek zoologists catalogued 153 species of fish. Or 153 is the sum of 

the numbers from 1 to 17. Others invoke Ez 47:10. 

f 2 Chr 2:16. 

* None … dared to ask him: is Jesus’ appearance strange to them? Cf. Lk 24:16; Mk 16:12; Jn 20:14. 

The disciples do, however, recognize Jesus before the breaking of the bread (opposed to Lk 24:35). 

g Lk 24:42. 

6 New American Bible, Revised Edition. (Washington, DC: The United States Conference of 
Catholic Bishops, 2011), Jn 21:9–13. 
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THE POEM 

 

LOVE (III) 

Love bade7 me welcome: yet8 my soul drew back, 
Guilty of dust9 and sin. 

But quick-ey’d Love, observing me grow slack10 
From my first entrance in,11 

[5] Drew nearer to me,12 sweetly questioning, 
If I lack’d anything. 

A guest, I answer’d, worthy13 to be here: 
Love said, You shall be he. 

I the unkind, ungrateful? Ah my dear, 

 
7 The Oxford English Dictionary at “to bid” – “To offer”. The form “bade” is past tense. 

8 The Oxford English Dictionary at the adverb “yet” – “†c. Expressing repetition of an action: 

again. Obsolete.” 

9 “guilty” – One cannot be “guilty” of being born! Yet, we are all born in “fallen” circumstances, 

into no pure context – Original Sin have “bent” all contexts into which human beings are born. 

10 The Oxford English Dictionary at “slack” – “II. Senses relating to things that are weak or lacking 

vitality. 3. Of conduct, actions, etc.: Characterized by remissness or lack of energy.” “To grow slack” 

suggests a kind of torpor that is increasing in the author the closer to God – “from first entrance in.” This 

description suggests to me a person who precisely in the habits (liturgical, personal) that help him draw 
closer to God has grown bored with them, sloppy, no longer expecting them to “work” for him. 

11 “entrance in” – The ecclesial context of this collection of poems – The Temple – suggest that 

what he means here is at least his arrival at church to make his devotions, sacramental and personal. 

12 “drew nearer to me” – This astonishing fact about God, that He is so attentive and solicitous, 

that God upon seeing the author sluggish, bored, and out of sorts spiritually does not lay down 
conditions that he now must meet, in order for God to become interested in him. No, God does not do 

this; God does not make demands. Instead, God draws near “sweetly questioning”. 

13 The Oxford English Dictionary at the adjective “worthy” – “b. Without construction. Of a person: 
possessed of sufficient merit or excellence; deserving (to be something specified).” 
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[10] I cannot look on thee.14 
Love took my hand, and smiling did reply,15 

Who made the eyes but I? 

Truth Lord, but I have marr’d them: let my shame 
Go where it16 doth deserve. 

[15] And know you not, says Love, who bore the blame?17 
My dear, then I will serve.18 

You must19 sit down, says Love, and taste my meat: 
So, I did sit and eat.20 

 

 
14 “cannot look on thee” – It is so characteristic of human beings that when we feel ashamed we 

look down, we do not look up and into the face of someone looking at us. Why do we do this? What is it 

about our face and eyes? But the feeling is clear: shame. 

15 “Love took my hand, and smiling” – Of course, the author cannot see that God is smiling, 

because he is too ashamed to look up. But sometimes we can “hear” a smile in the voice of one speaking 

to us. But more compelling that that “smile” and the voice of the One speaking, is that “Love took my 

hand”. When we feel ashamed, or completely out of our league, we have a bodily reaction, we jerk back 
as if by creating physical distance we can make the shame we feel less. I think here of the Father as he rushes 

toward his prodigal son, who embraces his son before he can say “treat me like one of your servants.” 

16 “Go where IT doth deserve” – Shame is the sign of the action of the evil spirit, the “Enemy of 
our Human Nature” (as St. Ignatius of Loyola puts it), of the effects of the vandalism that the evil spirit 

effects within the soul. JOY is the absolute contrary of shame, the clearest sign of the presence of the Holy 

Spirit, its effects in the soul. But we expect the author to say, “Go where I doth deserve.” Notice how 
shame dehumanizes, turns a person, a child of God, into an “It.” 

17 “who bore the blame?” – Notice how “blame” rhymes with “shame”. Notice also how shame 

is an IT, while God responds as a WHO. 

18 “My dear, then I will serve” – When a person suffers the ravages of the evil spirit’s work in his 

or her soul, bringing shame – “You are nothing! You are worthless! You don’t deserve anything!” etc. – 

there is nothing that he or she can do to remedy that (he or she can only hide it, from it – secret shame and 
misery). But one of the ways that a person tries to get clear of shame is to try harder to be nice to God – 

“then I will serve.” But a person can never earn his or her way free of shame; no amount of doing will help. 

19 “You MUST sit down, says Love” – Yes, that is the key to this whole thing: let God do what 

only God can do: perceive accurately and eradicate completely the shame that Evil has left in the soul. I 

think here not only of the inner drama going on inside of the prodigal son when his father went to such 

extra effort to prepare for him the finest feast ever, but also of the inner drama going on inside of Peter on 
that beach in John 21, in the hour or more, as Jesus served breakfast and they all ate it together, before 

Jesus finally turned to him and sweetly said, “Peter, would you like to take a walk with me?” 

20 George Herbert, The Country Parson, The Temple, ed. John N. Wall Jr. and Richard J. Payne, The 
Classics of Western Spirituality (New York; Mahwah, NJ: Paulist Press, 1981), 316. 
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The Oxford English Dictionary at the noun “shame” – “1. a. The painful emotion arising 
from the consciousness of something dishonouring, ridiculous, or indecorous in one's 

own conduct or circumstances (or in those of others whose honour or disgrace one 
regards as one's own), or of being in a situation which offends one's sense of modesty or 
decency.” 

 

 

 

JOHN N. WALL, JR 

 

Movement in “The Church” section of The Temple thus circles around several 
points of reference—the circular rhythm of the Christian year, the back-and-forth 
rhythm of the Christian life marked by that cycle of remembrance and celebration, 
the circular repetition of the weekly round of services. But the movement is also 
linear, toward the Last Things, which will usher in the fulfillment of God’s loving 
acts of redemption.  

 
The four last poems in “The Church,” but one, are on the traditional last things, 

“Death,” “Doomsday,” “Judgement,” and “Heaven.” Only Hell is missing, but implicit 
in Herbert’s strategies is the argument that if we have read attentively and responsively 
this far, that is no concern of ours. If it is, the last poem in “The Church” reassures us 
that the final choice is God’s and not ours: 

Love bade me welcome: yet my soul drew back, 
Guilty of dust and sin. 

But quick-ey’d Love, observing me grow slack 
From my first entrance in, 

Drew nearer to me, sweetly questioning, 
If I lack’d anything. 

A guest, I answer’d, worthy to be here: 
Love said, You shall be he. 

I the unkind, ungrateful? Ah my dear, 
I cannot look on thee. 

Love took my hand, and smiling did reply, 
Why made the eyes but I? 

Truth Lord, but I have marr’d them: let my shame 
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Go where it doth deserve, 
And know you not, says Love, who bore the blame? 

My dear, then I will serve. 
You must sit down, says Love, and taste my meat: 

So I did sit and eat. 

Herbert here recapitulates the entire movement of The Temple, from outside to inside, 
from individual to corporate participation in the eucharistic banquet, from realization 
now of God’s love to that still to come, from choosing to letting God choose.21 
 

 

 

 
21 John N. Wall Jr., “Introduction,” in The Country Parson, The Temple, ed. John N. Wall Jr. and 

Richard J. Payne, The Classics of Western Spirituality (New York; Mahwah, NJ: Paulist Press, 1981), 45–
46. 


